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This README file provides documentation for the series of downloadable .XLS files con-

taining estimated nationality-basis country portfolios, which are restated versions of the U.S.

Treasury’s International Capital (TIC) data and the IMF’s Coordinated Portfolio Investment

Survey (CPIS) data. We perform the restatement using the methodology outlined in Coppola

et al. (2019). Reallocation matrices are estimated using data on the holdings of global mutual

fund and ETF portfolios obtained from Morningstar and described and analyzed in Maggiori

et al. (2019). All estimates use the “baseline” estimation procedure of Coppola et al. (2019).

We request that users of these data acknowledge their source and recommend inclusion of the

following sentence:

“These data are based on the work in Coppola et al. (2019) and Maggiori et al. (2019),

and were obtained from: www.globalcapitalallocation.com”.

There are two downloadable files:

• Restated Nationality Based TIC V0 Beta.xls

• Restated Nationality Based CPIS V0 Beta.xls

These files contain, respectively, the restated versions of TIC and CPIS.1 For CPIS, we include

data for the following investing countries: the European Monetary Union (EMU), Great Britain,

Canada, Switzerland, Australia, Sweden, Denmark, and Norway. We only consider the EMU as

a block since, as detailed in MNS, mutual funds are concentrated in Luxembourg and Ireland,

but collect investments from the rest of the countries in the European Union.
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1We also provide copies of these files in .DTA (Stata) format.
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For TIC, we include estimated nationality-based portfolios for all the following asset classes:

equities (common); corporate bonds; sovereign, agency, and local government (muni) bonds; and

asset-backed securities. We define corporate bond holdings in TIC as holdings of private debt

minus asset-backed securities. We exclude holdings of non-common equity (fund shares as well

as the “preferred and other” category in TIC), as outlined in Coppola et al. (2019).2

For CPIS, we include estimated nationality-based portfolios for the following asset classes:

equities; all bonds. We are only able to release these asset class spits for CPIS because the CPIS

data for do not allow us to separate subclass holdings.

This release of the data only includes estimated nationality-based portfolios for the year 2017.

1 File Structure

Each of the two files has the following fields:

1. Year – Positions are measured at the end of December of this year

2. Investor Name – Domicile of the investors

3. Investor – 3-digit ISO code for the domicile country corresponding to Investor Name

4. Asset Class – The asset class for the investments. For CPIS, one out of: Equities; All

Bonds. For TIC, one out of: Equities (Common); Corporate Bonds; Sovereign, Agency,

and Muni Bonds; Asset-Backed Securities.

5. Issuer Name – Country (residency or nationality) of issuer of bond or stock

6. Issuer – 3-digit ISO code for country (residency or nationality) of issuer of bond or stock

7. Position Residency – The value of the holdings of “Investor” in securities issued by “Issuer”

in “Asset Class” (in millions of U.S. dollars), on a residency basis. Domestic holdings are

estimated, as discussed in Coppola et al. (2019), since these are not directly observed in

TIC or CPIS.

8. Position Nationality – The estimated value of the holdings of “Investor” in securities issued

by “Issuer” in “Asset Class” (in millions of U.S. dollars), on a nationality basis

9. Delta – The difference between “Position Nationality” and “Position Residency” (in mil-

lions of U.S. dollars)

2Also see Coppola et al. (2019) for a discussion about potential limitations of the asset-backed securities portfolio
restatements.
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